Bob Meny, sprinter in the 880 and 220yard dashes, who won these events last Saturday from Colby with times close to the records.

Raquettes Lose 3 Meets; Frock Take Crimson Cubs

Colby And B.U. Beat Beavers By 5-4 Score; Tufts Trims Tech 6-3

This past week has seen the raquettes through three varsity meets with Colby, Boston University, and Tufts, and in another meet the Crimson-Cubs referred to the Beaver.

The Colby meet, held last Saturday afternoon on the Aviva Field tennis courts, was extremely close, Colby winning 6-4 after a long in which matches was all tied up when the last doubles match began. Smay and Barry played very well under the strain of the deciding match, and had the first two sets tied up 6-5, 6-6. The Colby team of Gillett and Alexander pulled the match over for the White Mules as the last set.

The Blue and Grey captain, Lord, beat Rate 64, playing really strong tennis in the close match. Barry Godfrey 3-6, 6-3; Shaw lost the singles to the man of Colby. Swee of Tech beat Howard 62, 62; Greville beat Tech 61, 61. The most spectacular match of the meet was undoubtedly that in which Peggy of Tech, after losing the first set and pulling out the second one, 3-6, 6-4, found himself at Match-point. He staged a sensational comeback, winning the last set, 8-6, from Plimlea of the Blue and Grey. Colby won all three doubles matches.

Monday the Fourth were at Harvard, and the Crimson came from last 3-4 to the Beaver men. After the outcome of the meet the last doubles match played by Bogdens and Kaufman, which Tech won, Bogdens, Kaufman, Stoutenburg and Chin were their doubles team.

B.U. beat out a 5-4 victory over the Beaver men Wednesday at another closely contested meet played at the Jarvis Field courts. (Continued on Page 5)
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